Automatic hippocampal surface generation via 3D U-net and active shape modeling with hybrid particle swarm optimization
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Abstract—In this paper, we proposed and validated a fully automatic pipeline for hippocampal surface generation via 3D U-net coupled with active shape modeling (ASM). Principally, the proposed pipeline consisted of three steps. In the beginning, for each magnetic resonance image, a 3D U-net was employed to obtain the automatic hippocampus segmentation at each hemisphere. Secondly, ASM was performed on a group of pre-obtained template surfaces to generate mean shape and shape variation parameters through principal component analysis. Ultimately, hybrid particle swarm optimization was utilized to search for the optimal shape variation parameters that best match the segmentation. The hippocampal surface was then generated from the mean shape and the shape variation parameters. The proposed pipeline was observed to provide hippocampal surfaces at both hemispheres with high accuracy, correct anatomical topology, and sufficient smoothness.

Clinical Relevance—This work provides a useful tool for generating hippocampal surfaces which are important biomarkers for a variety of brain disorders.

I. INTRODUCTION

The hippocampus has a close relationship with the memory function of the human brain. Its volume reduction and morphological degeneration are tightly linked to many neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Huntington’s disease, and other forms of dementia [1]–[4]. During the past decade, the hippocampal surface has become a very important object of interest in various morphometric analyses, considering the importance of localizing and quantifying region-specific morphometric abnormalities of the hippocampus in various memory-related brain disorders, especially at an early stage of the disease of interest [5]. For AD, a disease that links tightly to the hippocampus, the effectiveness of the hippocampal surface, in terms of revealing region-specific shape abnormalities and delivering discriminating shape features, has been identified in various previous studies [6].

The hippocampal surfaces are typically created by directly applying mesh generation algorithms to the corresponding volumetric segmentations generated by, for example, deep learning based segmentation methods [7]. One of the most representative mesh generation approaches is the marching cubes algorithm, which has been widely used in medical image visualization and computer graphics [8]. It transforms a volumetric segmentation’s boundary into a surface represented by a triangulated mesh that consists of vertices and faces.

A surface generated by the marching cubes algorithm tightly contours the corresponding volumetric segmentation. As such, the resulting surface is extremely sensitive to segmentation noises and may be severely affected by inaccurate segmentation. Such a characteristic may lead to incorrect anatomical topology such as holes or disconnected regions. What’s more, the resulting surface is typically not smooth. End-to-end approaches that directly generate hippocampal surfaces also exist, such as FSL-FIRST which employs a Bayesian shape model [9]. The surfaces generated by FSL-FIRST are smooth but not highly accurate. Therefore, an approach that can generate surfaces with high accuracy, correct anatomical topology, and sufficient smoothness is needed.

In this paper, we propose a fully automatic pipeline for hippocampal surface generation. The volumetric segmentation of the hippocampus is first obtained utilizing a 3D U-net. The purpose of this step is to use a sophisticated neural network to obtain decent hippocampal segmentation results for guiding subsequent steps. Next, a large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping (LDDMM) pipeline is applied to generate a group of template surfaces with sufficient smoothness [10]. Afterwards, active shape modeling (ASM) is performed to compute the mean shape and shape variation parameters of those template surfaces via principal component analysis (PCA) [11]. In the end, we search for the optimal shape variation parameters which best match the segmentation via a hybrid particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm with a Dice loss being its fitness function [12]. The mean shape and the deformation carried out according to the shape variation parameters are then combined to obtain the final surface. The hippocampal surfaces generated by the proposed pipeline are shown to possess high accuracy, correct anatomical topology, and sufficient smoothness.

II. METHOD

The flowchart of our proposed pipeline for hippocampal surface generation is illustrated in Fig. 1.

A. Hippocampal segmentation

For image preprocessing, all MR images are resampled to $190 \times 230 \times 180$ voxels of size $1 \times 1 \times 1$ mm$^3$. They are then
skull-stripped, rigidly aligned to the MNI space, and input into a 3D U-net to obtain hippocampal segmentation results. This 3D U-net is driven by nnU-net that can automatically adapt its architecture to the given image geometry [13]. The network is trained with a combination of Dice loss and cross-entropy loss. Please note the goal of the proposed pipeline is automatic hippocampal surface generation. A utilization of the 3D U-net is only to obtain high-quality segmentation results to guide the subsequent surface generation process. Theoretically, our employed nnU-net can be replaced with other segmentation approaches. However, considering its superior segmentation performance [13], we select it to be our segmentation module.

B. ASM

After 3D U-net, a surface generation approach is applied to the segmentation results to generate template surfaces with sufficient smoothness, being prepared for the next shape model building procedure. Due to ASM’s being an explicit shape model for constraining shape deformation, the resulting surfaces are relatively insensitive to noises and artifacts, providing consistent smoothness and correct anatomical topology as the template surfaces.

1) Template surface generation: A LDDMM pipeline [10] is applied to the triangulated meshes (target surfaces) generated by the marching cubes algorithm from the 3D U-net’s segmentation results. During this process, an initial template surface with correct anatomical topology and a high degree of smoothness is adopted. Because LDDMM produces diffeomorphisms, the anatomical topology and smoothness of the initial template surface are inherited by the target surfaces. Also, diffeomorphisms derived from LDDMM are highly accurate, ensuring that the deformed template surfaces are very close to the target surfaces and thus of high fidelity. Last but not least, diffeomorphisms ensure equal numbers of vertices and one-to-one vertex correspondences across different target surfaces, being compatible with the subsequent ASM.

2) PCA: Each obtained template surface can be expressed as a shape vector with its coordinates of vertices aligned into a row vector. Let \( \mathbf{a}_i \) be a vector describing the \( n \) points of the \( i^{th} \) template surface

\[
\mathbf{a}_i = (x_{i1}, y_{i1}, z_{i1}, x_{i2}, y_{i2}, z_{i2}, \ldots, x_{in}, y_{in}, z_{in}).
\] (1)

PCA is applied to all shape vectors to identify directions of maximum variation, and a small number of principal components are selected to reduce shape dimensionality, namely

\[
\mathbf{a} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{a}_i
\] (2)

\[
\mathbf{S} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\mathbf{a}_i - \bar{\mathbf{a}})(\mathbf{a}_i - \bar{\mathbf{a}})^T
\] (3)

where \( \bar{\mathbf{a}} \) is the mean shape and \( \mathbf{S} \) is the covariance matrix. We then use \( \mathbf{Sv} = \lambda \mathbf{v} \) to compute all possible solutions of the eigenvalue \( \lambda \) and the eigenvector \( \mathbf{v} \). Generally, most variation can be explained by a small number of modes, \( t \). The first \( t \) eigenvectors compose a transfer matrix \( \mathbf{P} = (\mathbf{v}_1, \mathbf{v}_2, \ldots, \mathbf{v}_t) \). And any shape vector can then be approximated by using the mean shape and a weighted sum of the first \( t \) eigenvectors

\[
\mathbf{a} = \bar{\mathbf{a}} + \mathbf{Pb},
\] (4)

where \( \mathbf{b} = (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_t)^T \) is a vector of shape parameters and it controls the variation of the shape. We can thus obtain a new surface by varying the parameters of \( \mathbf{b} \). Besides these \( t \) shape parameters, we use seven extra parameters to model an additional transformation with three parameters for translation, three parameters for rotation, and one parameter for isotropic scaling.

C. Hybrid PSO searching

A hybrid PSO algorithm, composed of global best and local best, is applied to search for the optimal \( t + 7 \) parameters using a Dice loss with the segmentation results from 3D U-net as its fitness function. These parameters here are considered as the position of one particle. At the first stage, the particle swarm is initialized with a population of random solutions. During each iteration the particle searches for optima by updating its velocity and position with the following formulas

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{V}_i^{(k+1)} &= w\mathbf{V}_i^{(k)} + c_1 r_1 (\mathbf{P}_i^{(k)} - \mathbf{X}_i^{(k)}) + c_2 r_2 [\alpha(\mathbf{P}_g^{(k)} - \mathbf{X}_i^{(k)}) + (1 - \alpha) (\mathbf{P}_l^{(k)} - \mathbf{X}_i^{(k)})], \\
\mathbf{X}_i^{(k+1)} &= \mathbf{X}_i^{(k)} + \mathbf{V}_i^{(k+1)}
\end{align*}
\] (5)

where \( \mathbf{V}_i^{(k)} \) and \( \mathbf{X}_i^{(k)} \) respectively represent the velocity and position of the \( i^{th} \) particle after the \( k^{th} \) iteration; \( \mathbf{P}_i^{(k)} \), \( \mathbf{P}_g^{(k)} \) and \( \mathbf{P}_l^{(k)} \) respectively denote the best position of the \( i^{th} \) particle, the best position of the global particles, and that of the local particles within the neighborhood after the \( k^{th} \) iteration; \( w, \alpha \in [0, 1] \) respectively denote an inertia.
weight and a weight index to balance the effect between global best and local best; \( r_1, r_2 \sim U(0, 1) \) are two random numbers both following uniform distributions; \( c_1, c_2 \) are acceleration constants, which control how far a particle moves in one iteration. Compared with the standard PSO, the hybrid PSO can well solve the issue of converging to a local optimal solution. After the searching process, the optimized parameters \( b_s \) are combined with the mean shape \( \bar{a} \) to generate the final surface.

### III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

#### A. Dataset and evaluation criteria

The proposed pipeline is evaluated on a dataset obtained from the PREDICT-HD study (https://www.predict-hd.net/) consisting of 16 T1-weighted images with manual annotations of the bilateral hippocampi. At the stage of automatic segmentation, we employ a four-fold cross-validation strategy, wherein each fold contains 12 images for training and four images for testing. After that, a LDDMM pipeline is applied to all segmentation results followed by ASM, suggesting that each individual image performs its hippocampal surface generation using a shape model built from all 16 images, without any use of the ground truth labeling.

To quantify the accuracy of the proposed pipeline, we use the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) [14] and the Hausdorff distance (HD) [15] between the voxelization of the obtained surface and the corresponding manual delineation. The geometric laplacian (GL) is used to quantify the smoothness of a surface

\[
GL(v) = v - \frac{\sum_{i \in n(v)} l_i^{-1} v_i}{\sum_{i \in n(v)} l_i^{-1}}, \tag{7}
\]

where vertices \( v_i \) represent the direct neighbors of \( v \), \( n(v) \) is the index set of these neighbors, and \( l_i \) is the Euclidean distance from \( v \) to \( v_i \). \( GL(v) \) denotes the roughness of the surface around \( v \), and a lower value reflects a smoother surface. The sum of the norm of all vertex-wise GL vectors is computed as the GL of the entire surface: \( GL = \sum_v ||GL(v)||_2 \).

#### B. Results and discussion

To demonstrate the superiority of our proposed pipeline, we compare it with the marching cubes algorithm, a LDDMM pipeline, and a state-of-the-art method FSL-FIRST [9]. Please note both the marching cubes algorithm and the LDDMM pipeline create surfaces from our 3D U-net segmentations, whereas FSL-FIRST is a completely standalone pipeline that delivers both segmentations and surfaces on its own. Quantitative comparisons of the first two surface generation methods and our proposed pipeline in terms of DSC, HD, and GL are shown in Fig. 2. Overall, the proposed pipeline outperforms both the marching cubes algorithm and the LDDMM pipeline in terms of accuracy (DSC) and smoothness (GL), and it is statistically significantly better than the LDDMM pipeline in terms of boundary distance (HD) while slightly better than the marching cubes algorithm in that respect. For the right hippocampus, the proposed pipeline is statistically significantly better than both the marching cubes algorithm and the LDDMM pipeline in terms of accuracy (DSC) and smoothness (GL), and it is statistically significantly better than the LDDMM pipeline in terms of boundary distance (HD) while slightly better than the marching cubes algorithm in that respect. For the right hippocampus, the proposed pipeline is statistically significantly better than the LDDMM pipeline in terms of accuracy (DSC) and smoothness (GL), and it is statistically significantly better than the marching cubes algorithm in terms of smoothness (GL) while slightly better in terms of accuracy (DSC) and boundary distance (HD). Quantitative comparisons between FSL-FIRST and our proposed pipeline are listed in Table I. Evidently, the proposed pipeline performs much better than FSL-FIRST in terms of accuracy (DSC) and boundary distance (HD) and is similar in terms of smoothness (GL). Collectively,
the proposed pipeline provides a very good balance between accuracy and smoothness.

A visual comparison of representative surfaces generated by these four methods is demonstrated in Fig. 3. For surfaces generated by the marching cubes algorithm, they have high fidelity to the volumetric segmentations but are typically topology incorrect and very rough. For surfaces generated by FSL-FIRST, they typically have sufficient smoothness but relatively low accuracy. As for the LDDMM pipeline, the generated surfaces possess high accuracy and sufficient smoothness. However, it is significantly outperformed by our proposed pipeline in both aspects. Through such comprehensive comparisons, the proposed pipeline performs supremely in generating surfaces with high accuracy, correct anatomical topology, and sufficient smoothness. To further validate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed pipeline, testing it on clinical datasets with more structures of interest will be needed. We anticipate that as one of our future endeavors.

![Fig. 3. Representative hippocampal surfaces generated from four methods.](image)

### IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed and validated a fully automatic pipeline for hippocampal surface generation utilizing 3D U-net coupled with ASM. A LDDMM pipeline is used to generate multiple template surfaces and a hybrid PSO algorithm is applied to search for the optimized shape parameters in ASM. Our experimental results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed pipeline in generating hippocampal surfaces with high accuracy, correct anatomical topology, and sufficient smoothness.
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